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Introduction
The grey prediction model proposed by Professor Deng (1986) is an important method of prediction models and a very important part of grey system theory. The grey prediction models mainly study the uncertain problems with poor information or small samples. Grey accumulating generation operator is a method to whitenize a grey process (Liu and Lin, 2010; . Professor Deng (1987) took grey accumulating generation operator and grey reducing generation operator as the major method to study the grey system and proved that accumulating generation sequence of non-negative smooth discrete function satisfying approximate exponential rules. Commonly, we apply grey accumulating generation operator to reveal the special characteristics or laws hidden in the chaotic raw data and the development trend of grey process, and use grey reducing generation operator to obtain the incremental information processed by grey accumulating generation operator. Based on the classic 80 GS 6,1 one order reducing generation operator (Deng, 1986) , many works proposed several methods of reducing generation operators, such as integer order reducing generation operator (Xiao and Li, 2001) , reducing generation operator based on backward difference quotients (He et al., 2002) , etc. All the existing grey prediction models, including GM(1,1) (Meng et al., 2012; Zhang and Xi, 2013; Zhou and Dang, 2015) , GM(1,1) power model (Wang et al., 2013) , DGM(1,1) ( Jiang et al., 2016) , grey verhulst model (Cui et al., 2015) , GM(1, N) model (Ma and Liu, 2015) , mainly use one order accumulating generation operator to preprocess the data and use one order reducing generation operator to obtain the reduction sequence of one order accumulation generation sequence. Since the existence of one order reducing generation operator, two order reducing generation operator and integer order reducing generation operator, then there must also exist 0.5 order reducing generation operator, 0.8 order reducing generation operator, and any fractional order reducing generation operator. The analytical expression of fractional order reducing generation operator, the unified analytical expression of fractional order reducing generation operator and integer order reducing generation operator are valuable questions that need to be studied. Recent years grey system model with the fractional order (r∈(0,1)) accumulation generation operator (Fang et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013 Wu et al., , 2014a Mao et al., 2015; Yang and Zhao, 2015; Liu et al., 2015) are studied. However, the analytical expression and properties of fractional order reducing generation operator are not studied. This paper puts forward the analytical expression of fractional order reducing generation operator and studies the properties of fractional order reducing generation operator. Because the order can be optimized, so the grey prediction model with fractional order operators can achieve better fitting accuracy than grey prediction model with one order operators.
Grey reducing generation operator
Definition 1. Assume that:
is a sequence of raw data and D a sequence operator satisfying that:
If:
the sequence operator D is called one order forward reducing generation operator. If:
the sequence operator D is called one order backward reducing generation operator.
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Grey reducing generation operator
By default, the reducing generation operator is a backward reducing generation operator. One order reducing generation operator is the one order inverse accumulating generation operator, written as 1-RGO in this paper.
Definition 2. For r ∈ Z + , we write:
as r order reducing generation sequence of X (0) , where:
Expansion of reducing generation operator
Definition 3. Assume that the sequence of raw data is:
and:
is one order reducing generation sequence of X (0) , where:
By Definition 2, it is obvious that:
is two order reducing generation sequence of X (0) , where:
Proof: For k ¼ 1:
it is true. So, the Theorem 1 is true. ■ Theorem 2. Assume that:
where r ∈ Z + , and:
Grey reducing generation operator is r integer order reducing generation sequence of X (0) , where: 
Proof: By mathematical induction on r For r ¼ 1, if k ¼ 1:
it is true. For r ¼ 2, if k ¼ 1:
it is true. If k ¼ 2:
For each s ⩾ 1, if:
Then:
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Grey reducing generation operator
The Theorem 2 is true.
■ Proposition 1. For r ∈ Z + , the r integer order reducing generation operator:
can be simplified as:
Proof: According to the Gamma function (represented by the capital Greek letter Γ):
it is true.
it is true. The Proposition 1 is true. ■ Definition 4. Assume that:
In mathematics, the gamma function is an extension of the factorial function, with its argument shifted down by 1, to real and complex numbers. So when r ∈ R + , the fractional order reducing generation sequence of X (0) :
can be defined as:
Definition 5. The matrix expression of fractional order reducing generation operator is:
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
where: is the coefficient matrix of reducing generation operator, and: is the factor matrix of reducing generation operator.
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Grey reducing generation operator
Especially, for r ¼ 1and n ¼ 6, the one order reducing generation operator: The Formula (10) is also true. In fact, any sequence and any r can verify that the Theorem 4 is true. ■
Samples of fractional order grey reducing generation operator
Example 1. Assume that: 
Conclusions
The analytical expression fractional order reducing generation operator is derived base on one order reducing generation operator and integer order reducing generation operator. Random numerical simulation method shows that fractional order reducing generation operator satisfies commutative law and exponential law. Expanding the reducing generation operator would help develop grey prediction model with fractional order operators and widen the application fields of grey prediction models. The theoretical proof for commutative law and exponential law of fractional order reducing generation operator and grey prediction models with fractional order operators need further studying.
